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FAST – GLOBAL – TRUSTED

SGS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

SGS Industrial Services is an internationally renowned and globally operating industrial service provider, with its headquarters located in Austria. A reliable business partner for mechanical and electrical installation, offering a wide range of support services to manufacturing industries.

OUR INDUSTRIES

- WOOD
- WOOD BASED PANELS
- STONE/EARTH/CEMENT
- METAL
- ENERGY
- ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
- LOGISTICS

OUR PHILOSOPHY

SGS is effective and efficient. Our customers produce. We install. Everyone benefits. fast – global – trusted

OUR SLOGAN

SGS. your profit.

OUR VALUES

Competence
Flexibility
Individuality
Reliability
Commitment

QUALITY & SAFETY

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

SGS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES OUR INDUSTRIES

HEADQUARTERS, Dorf an der Pram, Austria

SGS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES OUR SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION
PLANT RELOCATION & MAINTENANCE
SITE MANAGEMENT & SUPERVISION
EPC PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SGS is a world-wide operating company with branches on four continents. An outstanding number of successful projects are proof of the exceptional expertise and competence of SGS and its 650 highly trained and dedicated employees. For more extensive projects SGS can supply over 1300 skilled workers.
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SGS is a world-wide operating company with branches on four continents. An outstanding number of successful projects are proof of the exceptional expertise and competence of SGS and its 650 highly trained and dedicated employees. For more extensive projects SGS can supply over 1300 skilled workers.
INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION

International manufacturing industries and plant operators benefit from the competent and reliable mechanical and electrical installation services of SGS. Highly trained and experienced installation personnel execute projects on schedule and in a reliable manner.

your profit.

• Highly trained, experienced and committed personnel
• International installation competence, governed by the highest technical, safety and quality standards
• Fast response times and flexibility
• Fair pricing
• Reliable and professional project management, tailored to the customer’s requirements
• Facilitated cooperation between the customer and manufacturers

OUR SERVICES:
Mechanical installation
• Machine & plant installation
• Structural steelwork installation
• Installation of environmental & ventilation technology
• Piping installations
• Installation of hydraulic & pneumatic systems
• Welding works
• Insulation works
• Technical surveying

Electrical installation
• Installation of cable support systems & protective conduits
• Cabling & termination work including I/O-Checks
• Laying of power & control cables
• Installation of earthing & equipotential bonding systems
• Electrical cabinets
• Installation of measurement & control systems
• Installation of transformers & generators
• Isolated Phase bus duct systems
• Installation of low & medium voltage systems

PLANT RELOCATION

Plant, machine and complete factory relocations are planned and efficiently handled by SGS’s experts worldwide. A wide range of successfully executed complex relocation projects make SGS a competent partner.

SGS: knowing what matters.

OUR SERVICES:
• Concept design & project scheduling
• Construction site organization
• Documentation & dismantling
• Packaging, loading & transport handling
• Retrofit & acquisition of plant parts
• Reinstallation, commissioning & maintenance

your profit.

• One reliable main partner
• Highly trained, experienced and committed personnel
• Outstanding customer and project references
• Transparent budgeting and scheduling
• Professional turn key services

RETROFIT, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

SGS conducts services during either uninterrupted operations or shut-downs. The customer benefits from increased production capacities and prolonged equipment lifetime.

OUR SERVICES:
• Maintenance
• Repair
• Retrofitting & revamping of machines & plants
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• Accomplished and knowledgeable personnel
• Professional coordination of all partners
• Fair pricing
• Efficient utilization of personnel and material
• Reliability and adherence to schedule
EPC PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Plant operators and manufacturers in all industries benefit from the professional and global EPC Project Management of SGS. The entire operation is carried out successfully by one reliable partner; SGS.

your profit.

• Low overall costs
• Extended process control in difficult business settings
• The know-how to handle less defined projects that may require adjustments throughout
• Minimized risk
• Flexibility in project financing
• Maximum project security and cost control
• Streamlined implementation processing
• Global installation and project experience

OUR SERVICES:

• Project planning & financing
• Licencing & dealing with the authorities
• Contract management with customers & subcontractors
• Engineering
• Supplier selection on site, purchasing & material acquisition
• Personnel allocation
• Quality management & safety at work (HSE)
• Administration & continuous project controlling
• Documentation

SITE MANAGEMENT & SUPERVISION

Strategic placement of key personnel guarantees highest efficiency during project implementation. Exceptional commitment and quick response to the customer’s requirements foster the highest standards in quality and safety. The customer benefits from saving valuable time and money.
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• A pool of experienced SGS experts
• Highest standards of quality & safety at work
• Competent and on-schedule performance
• Minimization of project risks
• Continuity in installation
• Best use of project resources
• Easy cost and service overview

OUR SERVICES:

• Site management
• Supervision
• Installation monitoring
• Quality management
• Health, safety & environment (HSE)
• Scheduling/cost planning & control
• Basic & detail engineering
• Surveying technology & documentation
• Welding coordination & monitoring
• Cold & hot commissioning service
• Planning & project management
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SGS is a renowned partner in the saw mill industry, as well as in the paper and pulp sector. SGS undertakes worldwide installation projects of MDF, OSB and particle board production lines. The implementation of greenfield projects, retrofitting, maintenance, and entire factory relocations are SGS's core competences. Additional services include the erection of steel structures, piping, installation, and the acquisition of low-technological parts.

In the wood based panels industry, SGS undertakes the implementation of comprehensive retrofitting projects that uphold the world's highest standards. SGS is the right partner for companies producing, alloying and processing steel or nonferrous metals. Mechanical and electrical installations, steel-work and piping are completed to the industry's highest standards.

A growing number of customers influential to the metal industry trust SGS for the implementation of comprehensive retrofitting projects and the repair of environmental and ventilation systems. Projects including extraction, filtration, condensation and sorption systems, as well as fans, sifters, evaporative coolers, turbo reactors, conveyors and flue gas cleaning systems are executed on schedule.

The company's global expertise ensures that it is the world's leading partner in installation, retrofitting, maintenance and the repair of environmental and ventilation systems. Projects including extraction, filtration, condensation and sorption systems, as well as fans, sifters, evaporative coolers, turbo reactors, conveyors and flue gas cleaning systems are executed on schedule.

SGS offers customized installation service packages for most types of power plants. Technology suppliers and power plant operators utilize SGS's diversified implementation techniques for high-tech turbines and generators, large-scale steel structures, pipe systems, insulation and even environmental plant systems.

The relocation of entire industrial plants, as well as individual machines and partial systems, form the core of SGS's amenities. From concept preparation, professional dismantling and reinstallation, to comprehensive project management, SGS guarantees the skilled execution of relocations in any industrial field.

the range of services includes new installations, relocations, retrofitting, repair and maintenance work, which is executed during uninterrupted operation or shutdown.
FAST
SGS promises fast and reliable project implementation, highly trained personnel and renowned industry know-how. The company is recognized for its efficient and professional work, which is always performed on schedule.

GLOBAL
SGS believes in “Follow your customer”. More than 10 locations worldwide prove the company’s global presence in the industry.

TRUSTED
As an established company and internationally reliable project partner, SGS stands to provide the highest standards in terms of safety, environment (HSE), quality management and welding technology, in compliance with the ISO 9001, SCC**, ISO 3834-2 requirements.
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• Certified Quality
  - Quality management system acc. to ISO 9001
  - Quality requirements for welding acc. to ISO 3834-2
  - Welding technology Steel construction standard EN 1090 EXC 3
  - Welding technology Pressure equipment directive AD 2000, HP0, HP100R
• Highest work safety standards
  - Health, safety & environment SCC**
• Reliability & adherence to schedules in project implementation
• Fair pricing
• Outstanding machine & plant know-how
• Extensive experience in project management
• Exceptional customer & global project references
• Flexibility, in terms of individual customer requirements

Efficient and secure in the realization of installation projects
Reliable services on time schedule worldwide

SGS is a reliable business partner with highest standards concerning quality and safety at work

Your profit.

OUR CUSTOMERS PRODUCE. WE INSTALL. EVERYONE BENEFITS.
fast – global – trusted